Abstract. The baffling diversity of runoff generation processes, alongside our sketchy understanding of how physiographic characteristics control fundamental hydrological functions of water collection, storage and release, continue to pose major research challenges in catchment hydrology. Here, we propose innovative data-driven diagnostic signatures for overcoming the prevailing status quo in catchment inter-comparison. More specifically, we present dimensionless double mass curves (dDMC) which allow inferring information on runoff generation and the water balance at the seasonal and annual time scale.
Introduction
Understanding catchment scale runoff formation and the underlying controls is the key for building hydrological models, which work for the right reasons (Kirchner, 2006) , as well as for hydrological similarity assessment (Larsen et al., 1994; Barthold and Woods, 2015) in general.
The latter includes what we call "forward" and "backward" classification approaches: Forward in a sense to postulate similar-5 ity of runoff generation based on similarity of catchment structural attributes. Backward as search for data-driven measures to detect similarity in hydrological response variables either based on suitable diagnostic fingerprints or dimensionless similarity indicators (Sivapalan et al., 1987; Wood et al., 1990) . Prominent forward approaches include for instance hydrological response units (HRU) (Leavesley, 1973) , the concept of hydrology of soil types (HOST) (Boorman et al., 1995) , or the topographic index (Kirby, 1975) which describes similarity of points within a catchment with respect to event scale runoff formation (Beven and Kirkby, 1979) . The common ground of forward approaches is that they are often used in connection with hydrological models to subdivide the catchment or hillslope into control volumes of similar runoff generation, which is represented by similar parameter sets or closure relations. Up to now, a large set of HRU-types and separation methods has been suggested (Wood et al., 1990; Peschke et al., 1999; Scherrer and Naef, 2003; Schmocker-Fackel et al., 2007; Pelletier and Rasmussen, 2009; Santhi et al., 2008) . Also, the representative elementary watersheds (REW) concept (Reggiani et al., 1998 (Reggiani et al., , 2000 Varado et al., 2006; 15 Zhang et al., 2006) can be seen as a mathematically rigorous and thermodynamically consistent interpretation of the HRU idea.
More recently a hierarchy of more specific functional units, defined on the basis of similarity of terrestrial and atmospheric controls on driving gradients and resistance terms were proposed by Zehe et al. (2014) as a refinement of the HRU idea.
The forward classification schemes are strongly model-dependent which leaves us with questions about conclusiveness and transferability to other landscapes and how to define similarity in catchment response behaviour independently from models.
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These questions are scope of the backward approaches, which aim at detecting similarity in hydrological response variables based on suitable diagnostic fingerprints in a data-driven way. The use of backward approaches has also been promoted by the Prediction in Ungauged Basins (PUB) initiative (Sivapalan, 2003; Hrachowitz et al., 2013) which suggested diagnosing catchment functioning through runoff "signatures". The underlying assumption is that "...runoff variability can be broken up into several components, each of them a manifestation of catchment functioning, albeit at different time scales,..." (Blöschl 25 et al., 2013, p. 7) . Today, runoff signatures are commonly accepted and usually defined as specific characteristics of the hydrograph such as autocorrelation, slope of or bias in the flow duration curve -or different segments thereof, rising limb density, peak distribution, and/or as flow statistics such as mean, variance, skewness or the coefficient of variation (Pokhrel and Yilmaz, 2012; Casper et al., 2012; Pfannerstill et al., 2014; Euser et al., 2013 Euser et al., , 2015 . Runoff signatures are widely used for similarity assessment but also for model evaluation. In the former, similarity in the signature values is interpreted as 30 hydrological similarity among catchments which is also the foundation of many catchment inter-comparison studies (Merz et al., 2006; Oudin et al., 2008; Sawicz et al., 2011; Wang and Wu, 2013; Viglione et al., 2013) . In model evaluation, the signature values obtained from the observation are compared to the signature values obtained from the simulation (Vrugt and Sadegh, 2013) .
Ideally, we expect that similarity of data-driven diagnostics can be explained by similarity in the architecture of the catchment and hence, that forward and backward approaches yield consistent results. However, such comparisons often fail to be conclusive. One possible explanation is that similarity in hydrograph-based signatures may indeed be caused by several reasons.
For instance characteristics of the flow duration curve such as low slope values of the 33 rd and 66 st streamflow percentiles, implying damped runoff response, can arise from persistent year-round rainfall regimes or from the dominance of groundwater 5 contribution to streamflow. In consequence groupings of catchments based on either signatures or physiographic properties can be rather inconsistent as highlighted in the catchment inter-comparison study of Ali et al. (2012) where "...catchment groupings obtained using physical properties only did not match those obtained using flow indices, mean transit times or storage estimates". Similar findings are reported by Oudin et al. (2010) and Ley et al. (2011) . Albeit the potential of signatures for similarity assessment and diagnosing functional similarity is beyond question, the existing approaches to define and to detect 10 similarity differ considerably with respect to the underlying assumptions, methods and proposed measures. As a commonly agreed upon understanding of "signatures" and "hydrological, functional or behavioural similarity" is still missing we can not yet distil a convergence of approaches.
In the present study we add bits and pieces to this puzzle by proposing and testing data-driven dimensionless backward signatures to diagnose and characterise seasonal runoff formation. As depicted in Fig. 1 these signatures shall unravel the 15 influences i) of the hydrometeorological forcing, i.e. radiation and precipitation, ii) of key catchment structural attributes, specifically of biotic (functional vegetation) and abiotic controls (e.g. topographic gradient, subsurface hydraulic conductivity) and iii) of the state of the catchment. The relative importance of these concurring influences on runoff generation depends on the scale. Intuitively one might expect the wetness state of the catchment to be of the highest importance for runoff generation during events, while vegetation has surely the strongest impact on seasonal runoff production.

-Figure 1: SKETCH RUNOFF FORMATION -
So what could suitable data-driven diagnostic signatures look like? Inspired by the diagnostic approach to model evaluation (Gupta et al., 2008) , McMillan et al. (2011) proposed to combine recession analysis, soil moisture dynamic analyses, and event-scale water balance investigations to obtain insights into different runoff response timescales and to assess the impact of pre-storm wetness conditions on catchment runoff dynamics. Hrachowitz et al. (2011) suggested combining event runoff 25 coefficients and different tracers to infer knowledge of hydrological processes in small catchments. Tracer data are also widely used to estimate transit time characteristics which are considered as useful similarity index for process-based catchment classification (Soulsby et al., 2010; Capell et al., 2012) . Therefore, breakthrough or flushing of either contaminants (Gassmann et al., 2013) , artificial tracers (Wienhöfer et al., 2009) , sediments (Martínez-Carreras et al., 2010) or even diatoms as smart tracers (Martínez-Carreras et al., 2015; Klaus et al., 2015) are used. More recently, McMillan et al. (2014) proposed a "targeted 30 analyses of catchment response data" and combined hydrograph-based signatures with signatures that evaluate characteristics of the water balance, recession analysis and hydrological thresholds to examine the extent to which hydrological behaviour varies within a 50 km 2 catchment. The common ground of the mentioned approaches is that they combine multiple sources of information from rather different observations. This is however only possible in well instrumented research catchments. As our focus is on providing diagnostic fingerprints for comparative hydrology (Sivapalan et al., 2003) we constrain our work to operational hydrometeorological data sets. These commonly consist of meteorological variables like precipitation, air temperature, humidity, etc. and discharge data. Information on the catchment "state" in terms of ground water level or soil moisture data is monitored only occasionally and often in coarse spatial resolution. The advantage of operational data sets is that they allow us to include sufficient catchments with rather 5 different physiographic and climate characteristics (end-members) for our analysis. A drawback of such data sets is that they mostly exist only for scales of 50 km 2 and larger and that specific data such as tracers, piezometric heads or soil hydraulic properties are usually not available.
In this study we propose and test dimensionless diagnostic signatures to characterise seasonal runoff formation based on rainfall runoff-data, which shall ultimately separate the terrestrial controls on runoff formation from the meteorological forcing.
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The proposed concept hooks back on the idea of Wagener et al. (2007) that catchments have the three main functions, i.e. to partition, store and release water. In line with Black (1997) we treat catchments as lumped terrestrial filters and following
Kirchner (2009) we assume that annual runoff formation is essentially a monotonously increasing function of water storage in the catchment. Accordingly, accumulated runoff is expected to be limited by accumulated water supply (rainfall minus evaporation). Water storage is controlled and limited by water supply due to rainfall, the available subsurface storage volume 15 as well as by its recharge and drainage properties. Consequently, we evaluate whether a diagram that plots accumulated water release scaled with total annual supply against accumulated water supply scaled by the available storage capacity provides means to detect similarity in catchment seasonal runoff formation. Such a signature for storage controlled seasonal runoff formation is deemed to remain invariant during simple scaling operations as further explained below.
In line with these thoughts we hypothesize that dimensionless and season-specific double mass curves (dDMC), which relate 20 dimensionless accumulated runoff to dimensionless accumulated precipitation are suitable to discriminate differences in how a catchment releases water as function of the accumulated water supply. We test this hypothesis by addressing the following research questions within a catchment inter-comparison:
Q1: How can we obtain proper dimensionless double mass curves using site specific characteristics to ensure comparability among catchments based on operational data sets?
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Q2: Are temperature indices from vegetation ecology superior compared to calendarical definitions for separating summer and winter regimes?
Q3: Can we identify physiographic and ecological properties which explain differences in seasonal runoff behaviour revealed by differences in the dDMC?
Additionally we evaluate whether flow duration curves (FDC), which are widely used as diagnostic signatures (Ye et al., 30 2012; Euser et al., 2013; Viglione et al., 2013) , might provide similar insights into seasonal runoff behaviour as dDMC. The paper is structured as follows: In the method section in chapter 2 we introduce the data set, the concept of dDMC, the separation of seasons, and the underlying statistical methods we apply to address Q3. After presenting the results in section 3 we close with discussion and conclusions in section 4.
2 Concept, methods and study area
Study area
We propose and explore the potential of signatures to characterise seasonal runoff generation based on an operational data set of sub-basins from the Danube in Bavaria. In this chapter we introduce the data set and detail the differences in the climate and physiographic setting of our test catchments. Before that, we will briefly discuss the quality of the database, which in fact was 5 in most catchments so poor that the majority of the sites had to be excluded from the analysis.
Data quality and selection of headwater catchments
In our analysis we focus on lower mesoscale headwater catchments (< 200 km 2 ) as routing effects are still small (Robinson et al., 1995) and because the geological and pedological setup is often still fairly homogeneous at this scale. In addition, non-convective storms often cover the majority of the catchment area and we may hence assume that the hydrometeorological 10 forcing is well-observed by the given station and that it is fairly uniform within the entire headwater. We hence select all gauged headwaters of this size within the Bavarian part of the Danube basin. For this, hourly hydrometeorological time series from the period 01.11.1999 until 31.10.2004 are available. The data base of 130 potential reference catchments is analysed according to a set of quality criteria: We only include catchments where i) at least one meteorological station was closer than 20 km (which is less than in the Mopex data set (Schaake et al., 2000; Duan et al., 2006) ), ii) the total accumulated water balance error of 15 the entire period of four hydrological years, considering simulated evaporation, was smaller than 5 % of total precipitation, iii) the amount of missing and/or implausible meteorological data was < 5 % and iv) where the streams are not subject to any severe regulation. This screening resulted in 22 catchments being classified as suitable for the analysis. The sites represent very different hydrological regions ( Alpine Foreland (AFO) and Alpine (ALP) landscapes. The catchment identifiers reflect these units and include an index of the sample size e.g MOL1,..., MOL7. Catchment locations, real gauge and corresponding stream names are provided in Table 4 in the appendix.
- Figure 2 : MAP STUDY SITE -
Data and physiographic site properties
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The Bavarian part of the Danube basin exhibits considerable differences in the hydrometeorological regimes. To illustrate them we plot regime curves for four different catchments in different environmental settings in Fig. 3 . The catchment TRI1 (Fig. 3, top left) receives a fairly constant input in precipitation (P) throughout the year, but releases discharge (Q) with a strong seasonality and pronounced minimum during summer. Compared to the other sites the inter-annual variation in evapotranspiration (E) is rather large. The catchment AFO4 (Fig. 3 , top right) in contrast shows seasonality in P but a fairly constant output in Q.
30 ALP4 (Fig. 3 , bottom left) and ALP2 (Fig. 3 , bottom right), which are both Alpine sites, show a pronounced minimum in Q during February due to snow storage. ALP2 however shows a very large range in both P and Q during summer, which suggests little buffering and a high reactivity. In contrast, ALP4 has a much more damped response to P during summer and a more pronounced seasonality in E.
-FIGURE 3 REGIME CURVES -
To characterise the structural setup of the different catchments we employ various landscape analyses techniques. Using 5 these methods we derive nearly 30 different physiographic characteristics for each of the catchments. They are summarized in Table 2 and 3 in appendix A. Topographic information was extracted from a digital elevation model with a resolution of 25 m.
We use it to calculate the median topographic gradient (φ) (-) of each catchment according to McGuire et al. (2005) as the flow path length from each pixel to the stream divided by the corresponding difference in height using the Whitebox geographic analysis toolbox (Lindsay, 2014) . Areal shares of various surface cover and soil properties like average sand, silt or skeleton 10 contents, rootzone effective field (eFC) (mm) and air capacities (AC) (mm) among others were derived from CORINE land use data as of 2006 and the digital soil map of Germany (scale: 1:1,000,000) (Hartwich et al., 1995) . The average saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks) (m s −1 ) is estimated for each catchment based on available grain size distributions using Rosetta's pedo-transfer functions (Schaap et al., 2001) . Due to Darcy's law we also included a soiltopographic-index (τ ) (m s −1 ), i.e. the product of the topographic gradient and saturated hydraulic conductivity in the analysis as we expect them to act in group:
Last but not least, we employed the conceptual hydrological "Large Area Runoff Simulation Model" (LARSIM) (Ludwig and Bremicker, 2006) to simulate E and snow water equivalent (W) and to obtain areal estimates of E, P and W for each catchment. For this purpose a gridded version of the LARSIM model (spatial resolution: 1 km 2 , time step: 1 h), which is calibrated and in operational use at the Bavarian flood forecasting agency, was made available by the LfU. To obtain areal
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estimates we forced the model using observed hydrometeorological station data like temperature (T), wind speed, humidity, radiation (R) and P, among others. LARSIM simulates E using the Penman-Monteith equation. Interpolation is done using the grid point method (NOAA, 1972) . It is important to note that we use LARSIM exclusively as a uniform interpolation tool for P and E and that we do not use any other model output. Note that Table 2 also provides hydrometeorological catchment characteristics like four year mean annual precipitation (P), discharge (Q), runoff coefficient (CR) and streamflow coefficient 25 of variation (ν Q ). These quantities are all calculated based upon the available observables, except of E. Additional information on the Bavarian part of the Danube basin, the hydrometeorological data and the LARSIM model can be obtained from Seibert et al. (2014) .
Dimensionless double mass curves to characterise runoff formation and the water balance
Essentially, we suggest that dimensionless double mass curves (dDMC), describing dimensionless accumulated release as 30 function of dimensionless accumulated rainfall supply, are feasible to characterise storage controlled runoff formation in a scale invariant way. In this chapter we provide the corresponding principles (section 2.2.1) and introduce two different approaches to derive dDMC (section 2.2.2) which allow us to address Q1. To address research questions Q2 and Q3 we employ a temperature-index method to obtain season-specific dDMC and relate their properties to the available catchment descriptors.
The corresponding methods are described in chapter 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
Theory
Pfister et al. (2002) introduced double mass curves as a straightforward way for comparing seasonal runoff formation and runoff coefficients among catchments situated in different geologies in the Alzette basin. The double mass curve quantifies cumulated 5 runoff as function of cumulated precipitation within the hydrological year. These diagrams are also helpful to learn about the inter-annual variability of the interplay of stream flow release and rainfall supply (Jackisch, 2015) and as a diagnostic signature to improve the development of perceptual models (Wrede et al., 2015) . A straightforward means to assure comparability of double mass curves within the same clean geological and climate setting is to relate fluxes instead of the flows. This implies independence of a simple scaling of the respective flows with catchment area. Jackisch (2015) and Pfister et al. (2002) showed 10 that the inter-annual variation of double mass curves and their shape is rather invariant within a given geological setting but reveals distinct differences among different geologies. The key question is, however, whether these differences reflect indeed non-trivial differences in terrestrial controls of runoff formation or whether these are (partly) caused by volumetric "scale effects", i.e. differences in storage volume, which arise from different vertical extents and not from differences in specific soil and bedrock porosity.
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A nice example that underpins that a dimensionless formulation removes such simple scale effects is the dimensionless breakthrough curve (BTC). BTC are used in soil physics to reveal (dis)similarities in transport and adsorption properties of a soil "filter" independently from the spatial extent of the probe (Hillel, 2004) . Conceptually, BTC are plots of scaled cumulated solute outflow against cumulated infiltration scaled by the pore volume of the sample. The BTC is hence invariant for a given solute as long as the ratio of accumulated water supply and storage capacity remains the same. The key to scale independence 20 is to use the ratio of cumulated irrigation and storage volumes instead of using the cumulated irrigation alone.
The essential difference between a breakthrough experiment and the catchment water balance is, however, that the catchment releases water vapour to the atmosphere and liquid water to the stream at two different interfaces and that the subsurface extent of the storage volume and the flow path length to the riparian zone are largely unknown. Within our analogy, we regard liquid water release as the analogue to solute breakthrough, because both processes are controlled by gravity driven water fluxes 25 through the subsurface. In contrast, E feeds mostly from soil water which is stored against gravity. This part of soil water is largely immobile similar to adsorbed solutes (Zehe and Jackisch, 2016) . The second difference is that the underlying controls on Q and particular on E do not only depend on properties of the soil but are also a function of time-dependent system states and boundary conditions like the meteorological forcing or the pressure difference between the groundwater system and the stream. Whereas the driving force on Q, i.e. gravity, is constant, the radiative forcing and the impact of vegetation on E follow 30 a pronounced seasonal cycle -at least in temperate environments.
Derivation of dimensionless double mass curves
The key to obtain scale invariant dimensionless quantities is to divide a state variable of interest -for instance a force, velocity or length by a characteristic quantity of the system (Blöschl and Sivapalan, 1995) . A popular example is the Reynolds number in fluid mechanics, which relates inertial forces to viscous forces. It is defined as flow velocity times a characteristic length divided by the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, which is suited to compare turbulence in open channel flow independent of the 5 channel width. The best known example of a dimensionless response measure in hydrology is the runoff coefficient (CR) (-) defined as specific discharge
The latter is often used as "diagnostic" variable to detect scale invariant differences in generation of runoff volume (Merz et al., 2006; Graeff et al., 2012) .
As the double mass curve shall relate the accumulated dimensionless water release to dimensionless accumulated water supply of the catchment, the dependent and the independent variable need to be scaled properly. We define dimensionless 10 accumulated water release (Q * ) (-) of the catchment based on the ratio of accumulated specific discharge (cum. Q) (mm) and annual totals of P ( P yr ) (mm) of the corresponding hydrological year:
We are aware that this definition is, while being close to the definition of a runoff coefficient, not exactly the desired ratio of accumulated release to total annual supply. The latter, i.e. infiltration, needs to be determined based on the difference of 15 accumulated P and accumulated E. As evaporation is however not easy to observe Eq. (2) might still be a suitable data-driven estimate.
Removing the dimension of the abscissa of the double mass curve, i.e. cum. P (mm) is less trivial. An easy way is to use P yr (mm) again to scale accumulated rainfall supply (Eq. 3). This nicely scales both axes to the range of [0 . . . 1] and allows to compare multiple sites and years.
An advantage of plotting Q * against P * is that it yields curves that are fairly intuitive to interpret as this scaling preserves the shape of the original double mass curve:
-In snow-free periods with negligible E catchment "filter" properties naturally are expected to cause dDMC with overall slopes smaller than unity.
Step changes and deviations from the overall pattern towards smaller slopes suggest either 25 activation of additional storage or that water leaves the catchment in form of evaporation, or both. Differentiation among these options is unfortunately not straightforward. A possible remedy is to focus on summer and winter periods individually, because snow is not relevant during summer and because E is deemed to be small during winter (see also chapter 2.3). To indicate the activation of storage in the snow pack we highlight dDMC periods with temperatures < 0°Celsius.
-Segments with slopes of 1 indicate that release equals supply and that water is neither stored in the system nor that 30 significant amounts of water leave the catchment in the vapour phase. Segments with a slope of one or close to it are expected to occur during intensity controlled runoff formation, i.e. Hortonian overland flow (Horton, 1933) or preferential flow (Beven and Germann, 2013) . These mechanisms are not controlled by storage capacity but by infiltrability and conductivity of the subsurface (Struthers and Sivapalan, 2007) . dDMC segments with slopes close to one may however also indicate fast responding catchments e.g. due to dominance of poorly developed shallow soils, impermeable substratum or strong topographic gradients.
-Segments of the dDMC that expose slopes higher than one indicate that release is larger than supply. Provided that routing effect and runoff concentration times are negligible, these phenomena should be restricted to periods of significant snow melt. They should hence only occasionally occur in the winter and coincide with periods of snow accumulation that are followed by warming periods.
A considerable disadvantage of scaling the abscissa using P yr (mm), named as type I dDMC here after, is however that the same ordinate values in different hydrological years do not correspond to the same mass input. A comparison of type I dDMC 10 among different sites and years might thus suggest greater similarity than there actually is.
Motivated by the dimensionless breakthrough curve we propose an alternative approach to scale the accumulated water supply, named type II dDMC hereafter. It can be derived from the widely used HBV beta store (Bergstroem, 1976) . The latter conceptualizes storage controlled formation of direct runoff (Q d ) as function of the relative saturation of the soil store (S m (t)), actual precipitation P(t) and a form parameter (β) (Eq. 4).
Considering the mass balance and Q d as a surrogate for rainfall driven stream flow generation it can be shown from Eq. 4 that accumulated Q d within the interval t 0 and t e scales with the ratio of accumulated precipitation amount (cum. P) (t e ) and total store (S max ) as one key factor as shown in Eq. 5. The second factor that impacts the integral of Q d is the integral of the relative storage change scaled with the relative saturation of the store the power of β − 1. Whereas both factors are strongly dependent 20 on the unknown form parameter β, the second factor implicitly also depends on E. In appendix B we derive Eq. 5 from the beta store concept, Eq. 4, and illustrate the role of the different terms using the case β = 1 (compare Eq. B7).
In accordance with Eq. 5 we define the type II dDMC as accumulated stream flow release scaled by the annual precipitation amount, plotted against cum. P (t) scaled by S max . We expect this curve to be sensitive to differences among catchments with 25 respect to the ratio of rainfall supply and storage volume as well as to differences that arise from the second factor. Differences in the latter might arise by differences in how contributing areas grow with relative saturation of the soil store. We expect the latter to be identifiable during the wet period. When increasing β to values larger than 1 the second factor gets non-linear which yields an increasingly convex function, which implies increasingly smaller winter slopes in the type II dDMC. When decreasing β to values smaller than unity the second factor gets non-linear and increasingly concave, which implies increasingly larger type II dDMC winter slopes. Differences in the change of water storage dS/dt due to differences in E (compare Eq. B6), are expected to reflect the inter-annual variations at a given site (warm and cold summer) or climate differences among different sites. Those differences should be identifiable during the summer period.
Deriving type II dDMC requires however an estimate of S max , i.e. information about the characteristic vertical extend of the storage volume, which is largely not observable. Standard data for soil storage that are available in Germany (Hartwich et al., 5 1995) include estimates of specific effective field capacity (eFC) and air capacity (AC) (both in mm/dm) which we multiplied by root zone depth to obtain (mm). Though these data are uncertain, particularly at the catchment scale we use them to scale cum P.
2.3 Season-specific evaluation of the double mass curve
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During the growing period evapotranspiration often makes up the largest portion of the water balance. A possible way to isolate abiotic controls on runoff formation from the impact of the vegetation is to focus on data from frost-free periods of the "dormant" fall and winter season. Accordingly we derive season-specific double mass curves. This however requires a meaningful separation of the dormant, i.e. the "winter period" and the vegetation dominated "summer period". Such a separation of seasons is not straightforward -particular for inter-comparison studies. Conventional definitions like hydrological years or 15 the astronomical equinoxes (varying between 19 and 21 March and 22 and 24 September in central Europe) are easy to implement and thus frequently used. However, they often introduce uncertainty as they fail in predicting the onset of vegetation and thus the end of the dormant period. Furthermore, the period of active vegetation does not only depend on the location of a catchment with respect to latitude but also with respect to altitude.
As an alternative we test temperature aggregates which are used as predictors of bulk ecological activity in plant physiology 20 (Mäkelä et al., 2004) . Specifically we use a temperature index model (Menzel et al., 2003) to define the onset and the duration of the period of vegetation. In this approach the growing season is defined as the period between the last spring frost and the first fall frost in which the average daily temperature constantly equals or exceeds 5°C. We evaluate this method visually by plotting the results into the double mass curves and by comparing them to the Gregorian definition of the beginning of spring which is March 20th in our climate. This way we address the second research question (Q2).
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The separation of seasons allows to derive average summer and winter runoff coefficients, CR S (-) and CR W (-) respectively, for the type I dDMC, by calculating the slope of linear regression lines which we fit to the summer and winter segments of the type I dDMC. For the type II dDMC we evaluate only the winter regimes as we expect them to be primarily sensitive to the shape parameter β, and not to E, as suggested by the proof in appendix B. Analogously to the type I dDMC, we fit linear regression to the winter segments of the type II dDMC. Here, the regression slope (m W ) (-) characterises how fast relative 30 release increases with the potential renewal rate of the soil stock. and CR W (-) to the structural and climatic properties of the catchments listed in Table 2 and Table 3 Since exceedance probabilities are not sensitive to seasonality, we also derive season-specific FDC based on the temperatureindexed derived seasons. Using the seasonal FDC we calculate inter-percentile slopes of the dormant period (sFDC W (-)) and that of the period of vegetation (sFDC S (-)) and include them in the analysis.
Catchment inter-comparison and statistical evaluation of the double mass curves
Results
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3.1 Dimensionless double mass curves 3.1.1 Type I dDMC and temperature-index based season separation
The season-specific evaluation of the type I dDMC revealed a surprisingly consistent pattern with similar mass curves in all catchments in terms of a fairly steep increase during winter and a clear regime shift towards much flatter, partly zero regression slopes in the vegetation period. In fact the slopes of the dDMC for different years of a catchment are almost constant, just 25 shifted in parallel, during the period of vegetation at many sites and for many years as depicted in Fig. 4 . As indicated by Table 1 the seasonal winter runoff coefficients (CR W = 0.67) exceed the average summer runoff coefficients (CR S = 0.32) by a factor of 2 on average which is in line with the findings of (Hellebrand et al., 2008) -with exception of the two Alpine sites ALP2 and ALP3. The inter-annual variation of the seasonal runoff coefficients are twice as large during winter (σ CR W = 0.1)
as during summer (σ CR S = 0.06) indicating a rather strong homogeneity during summer.
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As depicted in Fig. 4 the temperature-based estimates for the beginning and end of winter and summer period (Menzel et al., 2003) nicely coincide with the points where the slope of the dDMC changes (in terms of cum. P/ P ). This applies for different years and the entire range of physiographic conditions of our catchments, except for the Alpine region which is shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 4 . In the Alpine settings the accumulation and melting of snow has a stronger impact on the seasonal water balance than the period of vegetation. The spring and fall equinoxes (drawn as hatched areas in Fig. 4 ) and 5 the temperature-based estimates of the tipping points deviate by −38 ± 17 and −26 ± 15 days, respectively. This corroborates that the use of conventional definitions for the onset and end of the period of vegetation may yield significantly different results compared to temperature-based estimates. We conclude that temperature aggregates can be included easily in hydrological analyses and suggest that they may have a higher explanatory power than static conventional definitions for the beginning and end of the period of vegetation such as the equinoxes.
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-FIGURE 4: DIMENSIONLESS DOUBLE MASS CURVES TYPE I -
Season-specific evaluation of type II double mass curves
The type II dDMC, which scale accumulated supply by the specific storage volume of the soil, in Fig. 5 reveal a similar shape as the type I dDMC in Fig. 4 . They exhibit an obvious regime shift between steep winter and flat summer regression slopes but expose a larger spread and a less linear progression. More importantly, these curves reveal differences among the different 15 hydrological years. Dry and wet years are nicely separated as indicated by the end points of the individual curves. The type II dDMC is also much more suited to reveal differences among catchments, in terms of how "fast" the catchments release a fraction of rainfall input in terms of how often the annual rainfall supply could potentially renew the soil water stock. This is particularly visible when comparing the ALP3 catchment in the lower left panel of Fig. 5 , with a potential renewal rate of 30 to 40 times the soil pore volume, against the catchments from the other settings with potential renewal rates almost one order of 20 magnitude lower. Another advantage is the visibility of differences in winter slopes, which are more uniform in the non-Alpine catchments compared to type I dDMC. Average m W values and corresponding inter-annual variations (σ mW ) are provided in Table 1 .
With respect to the shape of the winter segment of the type II dDMC we find that it is fairly linear for catchments located in the Faulted Molasse, Triassic and pre-Alpine regions (MOL2, TRI3 and AFO2) (Fig. 5 , red lines).
Step changes towards 25 dDMC segments with smaller slopes indicate activation of additional storage an thus a slower growth of contributing areas with catchment relative storage. Relating to the beta store concept this corresponds to a larger β parameter. This is particular visible in the winter periods of the Alpine catchments (ALP3) but also in the Bavarian Forest (BFO1) due to storage in the snow pack. This is also suggested by temperature data as these segments coincide with frost periods and are followed by segments of warming periods with much steeper slope. Clear step changes towards steeper slopes in the frost-free period are visible in 30 the Alpine settings (ALP3) and to a smaller degree in AFO2 and BFO1 suggesting activation of rapid flow paths connected to the gauge. In the Jurassic site (JUR1), where the subsurface is karstified, the likely rapid runoff formation can neither be distilled by the type II nor the type I dDMC. A possible explanation is that intensity controlled processes such as the formation of Hortonian overland flow and rapid subsurface flow take place at a temporal sub-scale of the dDMC which are tailored for the seasonal and annual time scale.
-FIGURE 5: TYPE II DDMC -
Spatial patterns and inter-comparison of seasonal runoff formation
With respect to the different physiographic settings, the type I dDMC reveal distinct seasonal and spatial patterns. As indicated
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by the values in Table 1 and Fig. 7 (Table 1) . In these catchments the slopes of the dDMC are fairly constant throughout different hydrological years indicating a very strong control of evapotranspiration on the water balance during summer. At these sites the curves of the dDMC in summer have nearly identical slopes which is due to their state at the onset of vegetation activity in spring.
- 
Regression analysis of dDMC characteristics with catchment characteristics
To better understand the physiographic controls on the seasonal runoff regimes we regress summer and winter runoff coefficients against the 24 different site-specific variables provided in Table 2 and 3. A key finding in this evaluation is that temperature sums, which can be considered as bulk parameter for ecological activity, explain 71 % of the variance of the CR S with respect to the entire range of physiographic setting in our data set. During winter, temperature aggregates are not signifi-30 cant and without predictive power (Fig. 6 ). We thus state that the period of the vegetation exerts first-order controls on runoff formation as it dominates the seasonal interplay in storage and release in all of our physiographic and climatic settings except for the snow dominated Alpine region. for the latter, all with p-values ≤ 0.001, are sand content (r 2 = 0.29), the soiltopographic-index (r 2 = 0.22) and silt content (r 2 = 0.22) which are followed by forest coverage (r 2 = 0.16), skeleton content (r 2 = 0.15), number of frost days (r 2 = 0.14), effective field capacity (r 2 = 0.13) and absolute sum of negative temperatures (r 2 = 0.12). All other variables provided in here. This might suggests that capacity controlled runoff formation in the riparian zones might be dominant in most of the areas and that relative water release to the stream grows with accumulated water supply into these wetlands. However, the correlation of m W and topographic gradient, fraction of rock-outcrops, modelled snow water equivalent, skeleton content, and number of frost days may also be a signal for the impact of physiographic and hydrometeorlogical conditions. In our data set, all of these variables increase with altitude and have their maximum in the Alpine region.
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In summary, we state that dimensionless and season-specific double mass curves provide manifold insights into the interplay of accumulated rainfall forcing and release among mesoscale catchments. As expected, the type I dDMC, which is based on a trivial scaling of the abscissa, revealed a much more homogeneous picture of seasonal runoff formation than the type II dDMC, which uses proper scaling by considering the capacity of the soil store as a characteristic quantity for storage driven runoff formation. We hence state that the type II dDMC is the signature of choice but require more information. Season-specific evaluations reveal that seasonality in the rainfall-runoff formation is only weakly reflected by the slope of the flow duration curve. As shown in to the catchment storage. Their feasibility was tested using operational data from 22 lower mesoscale catchments. Within this test we compared two different approaches to obtain dDMC and put special emphasis on detecting and explaining a) seasonal differences in annual runoff formation and b) differences among the different catchments, which we a priori classified into five major geological and climatological settings. Our results provide evidence that dDMC are straightforward to implement and well suited for characterizing the seasonal pattern of dimensionless water supply and release to stream flow as discussed here 15 below.
Potential and limitations of dimensionless double mass curves
We demonstrated the potential for dimensionless formulation and season-specific evaluation of the traditional double-mass curves to separate influences that relate to simple scaling of total supply from those that relate to catchment-specific contributions controlled by saturated area dynamics. This is a step ahead compared to the findings of Pfister et al. (2002) and Jackisch 20 (2015) . In line with their findings, we also found characteristic regime shifts in dDMC between "steep" winter and "flat" summer conditions, however our test catchments are one to two orders of magnitude larger than those used in their studies. Our results revealed also that neither seasonal FDC nor usual FDC, which are frequently used to characterise runoff regimes in catchment inter-comparison studies (Oudin et al., 2010; Sawicz et al., 2011; Casper et al., 2012; Viglione et al., 2013) , yielded similar information. We hence conclude that season-specific dDMC are a well suited fingerprint for characterizing seasonal 25 runoff formation in mesoscale catchments of temperate environments and that dDMC are suited for inter-comparison studies.
A drawback of dDMC is however, that accumulated dimensionless water supply is at best an estimator for total relative storage in the catchment. We have neither information on where the water is stored nor on whether it is subject to strong, weak or no capillary or osmotic forces. Even more important, dDMC do not characterise the entire water balance. We cannot infer whether the mass balance residual of a hydrological year is partly stored within the catchment or whether it leaves the system 30 as E. The real object of desire is, hence, a dimensionless triple mass curve which adds dimensionless E as third dimension to the double mass curve. As suggested by Seibert et al. (2016b) we expect that the resulting 3-D curves could also serve as an exhaustive diagnostic fingerprint for similarity in the annual and seasonal water balance. In combination with an analysis of the autocorrelation of the mass balance residuals, triple mass curves could serve as indicator for long term memory effects. The drawback is here, however, that triple mass curves are not entirely based on observables as measurements of E are commonly not available. Data-driven estimates on E can at best be provided in terms of maximum potential evaporation e.g. by dividing net radiation with the latent heat of vaporization.
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Last not least we suggest that dDMC can be used for model evaluation. Specifically, we propose that the model based reproduction of the tipping point between winter and summer (regime shift) can serve as a powerful benchmark for the accuracy of a model with respect to timing which is important but rarely done in hydrology (Seibert et al., 2016a) . The reproduction of this signature is particularly relevant for models which are used for climate change studies where coping with the most likely non-stationary role of biotic controls (Milly et al., 2008 ) is of utmost importance. reactor to the first-order reaction constant, to characterise its efficiency in a scale independent manner (Fogler, 1999; Oldham et al., 2013) . We may also formulate cumulated input-output relations in a scale independent form, e.g. the dimensionless breakthrough curve characterising transport and adsorption properties of a soil probe in a scale invariant manner (Hillel, 2004) .
In analogy to this curve, we designed the double mass curve to characterise accumulated dimensionless release of water to the stream as function of dimensionless water supply. Our choice of this input-output relation, and particular our approaches to 20 scale input and output fluxes, are based on implicit assumptions about the dominant runoff generation processes.
Our scaling of the accumulated output by the annual rainfall depth essentially assumes that primarily the amount of rainfall limits the annual amount of stream flow generation and not so much the temporal pattern within the year or rainfall totals at the event scale. Scaled cum. P can however also be interpreted as characteristic time for accumulated direct runoff formation, and time stands still in case of no precipitation. Here we essentially assume that it is only the precipitation amount that counts,
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but not its intensity. This assumption might become inappropriate in areas were Hortonian overland flow dominates runoff generation (Mualem et al., 1990; Cerdan et al., 2002) because the intensity of the precipitation input crucially determines whether runoff leaves the system or not (Reaney et al., 2014) . In such areas the same annual rainfall total can hence cause different amounts of annual release, depending on the subscale rainfall intensity pattern.
In line with this, we assume water release to the stream to increase monotonically with relative water storage. If this was true,
30
accumulated release should scale with the ratio of cum. P over S max as shown in Eq. B5. By estimating the potential renewal rate of the soil store we furthermore assume that transport through the subsurface is not limiting. Due to the absence of detailed information about active subsurface storage volumes in the target area, we scale cum. P with the specific storage volume of the soil (AC+eFC) in the root zone to obtain what we call the type II dDMC. We are aware that this is not the best choice as estimates of AC and eFC are uncertain (particular at the catchment scale) and refer to the root zone instead of to active storage -but this is what is available from operational data sets in Southern Germany. In any case we suggest testing additional scaling approaches by replacing the denominator in Eq. 6 by a more meaningful surrogate that relates to active storage. Alternatively, we scaled the annual accumulated rainfall with the annual rainfall depth of the respective hydrological year (Seibert et al., 2016b) . The type I dDMC, preserves the shape of the non-scaled double mass curve and surrogates similarity among the 5 different hydrological years in the same catchment and among different catchment as well. This is because both axes of the type I dDMC are scaled to unity. However, as the same step on the abscissa does not imply the same amount of mass input into the system, this similarity is in fact pseudo similarity, dry and wet years appear as the same. In line with Blöschl and Sivapalan (1995) we hence conclude that proper scaling requires considering a suitable characteristic length and that the annual rainfall amount cannot be regarded as characteristic length scale for supply in this respect.
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In contrast, we found that the type II dDMC are well suited to distinguish inter-annual differences between dry and wet years within the same catchment. They furthermore nicely visualize that the growth of relative water release with the potential renewal rate of the store was rather different between the different geological settings, while being typical within those settings.
We hence conclude that the type II dDMC is well suited to discriminate seasonal patterns of runoff formation among different landscape settings and that its shape allows evaluating whether the above mentioned assumptions are met or not. A linear growth
15
of dimensionless water release with the ratio of cum. P over S max indicates that runoff generation grows rather linearly with relative saturation, i.e. if the form parameter in the beta store is close to unity. This can be for instance due to the dominance of saturation excess runoff formation in the riparian zone and is consistent with our finding that the topographic gradient was the best predictor for the winter slopes of the type II dDMC within the catchment inter-comparison. Deviations towards steeper slopes indicate that runoff generation is to a lesser extend growing with potential renewal of the store. This might for 20 instance reflect importance of intensity controlled runoff formation such a Hortonian overland flow or rapid preferential flow.
In summary we state the type I dDMC focus on the "plain water balance". Their strength is in characterizing seasonal regimes, whereas type II dDMC relate to storage referenced states.
It is also worth to shortly reflect on meaningful separations and definition of seasons and years. We argue that concepts like the hydrological year or conventional definitions like the equinoxes which are often used as a proxy for the beginning and end
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of the period of vegetation or the filling of the catchment storage are fairly limited. This is in line with Hellebrand et al. (2008) who state that a meaningful separation of seasons is not straightforward to determine as hydrologically meaningful definitions of these seasons beyond a calendaric ones are not available. The same applies for instance for dynamic storage (Sayama et al., 2011) . A comparison of dynamic storage time series would require that integration starts at the same relative storage amount in all catchments -and not at the same date. Significant dry or wet periods when subsurface wetness can be deemed as being 30 either near saturation or near the minimum could for instance help to identify these points in time. These considerations differ from the dimensionless time used for instance by Woods (2003) who defined dimensionless time relative to the length of a seasonal cycle which was one year in his study for sites outside the tropics.
Physiographic and ecological controls on seasonal runoff formation
The analysis of physiographic and ecological controls revealed several important findings. The first is that temperature data prove to be good predictors for summer runoff coefficients , independent from the physiographic and climatological conditions represented by our data set. This is in line with approaches used in plant and tree physiology where air temperature aggregates are widely used, for instance to estimate photosynthetic capacity (Mäkelä et al., 2004) or as harvest and hence biomass pre-5 dictors (Perry et al., 1993; Rawson and Gomez-Macpherson, 2000) . The applied temperature sum definitions however differ with respect to the process of interest. In Finland effective temperature sums are for instance defined as the sum of positive differences between the diurnal mean temperature and 5°C (Solantie, 2004 Reichenau et al., 2016) . This even applies for so called "physical" models such as Catflow (Maurer, 1997; Zehe et al., 2001) or WaSiM-ETH (Schulla, 1997) and it is in particular relevant for climate change studies (Milly et al., 2008) . For further reading please refer to Loritz et al. (2017) who conduct additional studies on this topic and, among others confront modelled E estimates with sap-flow data and both Gregorian and temperature-based estimates for the beginning of the vegetation period.
The second important finding is that the soiltopographic-index is an important predictor for the average winter runoff coeffi-20 cients while the topographic gradient and the saturated hydraulic conductivity alone are not. Because gradients and resistances exert first-order controls it is not surprising that both variables are often interpreted as independent predictors (McGuire et al., 2005; Santhi et al., 2008; Sayama et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012) , while they in fact act as group. The latter is essentially also supported by the gradient-flux relationship: Picturing a synthetic hillslope we intuitively expect that a doubled topographic gradient and a half Ks would yield the same Darcy flux. We hence suggest that physically meaningful combinations of catch-25 ment descriptors should gain more attention in catchment inter-comparison studies. In this context it is also important to note that seasonal runoff coefficients are independent of the dDMC. They only depend on the separation of seasons. Please note also that the areal share of impermeable substratum within the catchment is considered a good predictor for CR W (Hellebrand et al., 2008) . We did not test this variable as quantitative estimates were operationally not available.
The last important aspect is that type II dDMC provide means to analyse how fast relative release increases with the potential 30 renewal rate of the soil stock. dDMC with a linear "first-order type" shape suggest that streamflow release from a catchment works similar to how saturation excess systems operate and that the form parameter in the beta store is close to unity. This is in line with the concept proposed by Kirchner (2009).
Step changes and deviations of the dDMC towards "flatter" and "steeper"
segments may indicate the activation of additional storage, e.g. in the snow pack in winter respective snow melt, and relevance of intensity controlled processes in summer. Care must be taken if snow dominates parts of the dDMC as the interpretation of these periods is ambiguous. We also want to highlight, that type II dDMC are able to reveal memory effects between winter runoff conditions and the previous period of vegetation that can not be extracted from type I dDMC. This corroborates that scaling the abscissa using a storage proxy is more meaningful than the use of total annual rainfall. To increase confidence in the proposed signatures we suggest applying them i) to a larger number of catchments and ii) to a (nested) set of small and 5 densely instrumented catchments with more homogeneous physiognomic predictors.
Conclusions
In summary, we conclude that data-driven dDMC turn out to be an easy-to-compute, yet very powerful diagnostic signature to characterise seasonal runoff formation and the water balance -also with respect to comparative analyses. They allow separating terrestrial controls on runoff formation from that of the meteorological forcing, proper scaling and a season-specific evaluation 10 provided. This holds also true as comparison of dDMC and (seasonal) flow duration curves show that the former provide information that can not be extracted from the latter.
The use of cumulated precipitation to estimate supply can also be interpreted as characteristic time for accumulated direct runoff formation, and time stands still in case of no precipitation. Here we essentially assume that it is only the precipitation amount what counts, but not its intensity. We overall conclude that dimensionless double mass curves, in combination with an 15 ecological temperature index are well suited to unravel biotic and abiotic controls on seasonal runoff formation -as long as runoff formation does monotonously increase with catchment storage. They are particularly suited to depict shifts between the winter and summer regimes, and where either runoff generation our evapotranspiration dominates water release.
Nevertheless, it is clear that seasonal scale is only one perspective on runoff formation and that understanding functional similarity, i.e. the behaviour of catchments (Schaefli et al., 2011) requires considering diagnostics for different temporal scales 20 of runoff formation but also diagnostics for threshold processes.
Appendix
Appendix A: Soil and physiographic catchment properties - In this proof we show that accumulated direct runoff (Q d ) scales with the ratio of cumulate precipitation (cum. P) over storage capacity of the soil store (S max ). It is based on the integral of Eq. (4) from t 0 to t e which equals accumulated Q d in a hydrological year Eq. B1:
As product Eq. B1 needs to be evaluated using the formula for partial integration (which can be found in any text book).
While u'(t) denotes the temporal derivative of u(t). Here we set P(t)=u'(t), implying that u(t) corresponds to the integral of P(t) over time + a constant u(t) = P (t)dt + c. According to the chain rule v(t) =
Since P(t) is no analytical function of time, there is no analytical anti-derivative, we define the integral of P(t) in the Riemann 10 sense as the area under the curve. Inserting these terms yields
Setting te t0 P (t)dt = cum. P and given the fact that cum. P (t 0 ) = 0 we obtain
Factoring out 1/S max in the first summand and rearranging the terms in the second summand we finally yield
Equation B5 illustrates that accumulated rainfall driven water release is a monotonically increasing function of cum. P (t e )/S max .
It hence justifies the scaling of the abscissa of the type II dDMC with S max . Specifically, Eq. B5 shows that accumulated rainfall driven water release at the end of the hydrological year is equal to the product of cum. P (t) with two summands. These are a)
the relative saturation at the end of the hydrological year to the power of β and b) the integral of the relative storage change 20 scaled with the relative saturation of the store to the power of β − 1. Note also that the second summand is, depending on the form parameter β a strongly non-linear function and depends implicitly also on E(t) as the latter affects dS/dt. This is obvious if we insert the HBV equation (Eq. 4) into the water balance equation
Inserting Eq. B6 into the second summand of Eq. B5 we obtain for a linear store, i.e. β = 1, two linear terms:
The first terms depends on storage and scales with cum. P/S max . The second equals the integral of cum. P/S max times infiltration minus evapotranspiration. Ley, R., Casper, M. C., Hellebrand, H., and Merz, R.: Catchment classification by runoff behaviour with self-organizing maps (SOM), Hydrology and Earth System Sciences, 15, 2947 -2962 , doi:10.5194/hess-15-2947 -2011 , 2011 . Oudin, L., Andreassian, V., Perrin, C., Michel, C., and Le Moine, N.: Spatial proximity, physical similarity, regression and ungaged catch- -15-635-2011 -15-635- , 2011 -15-635- . Sciences, 20, 3745-3763, doi:10.5194/hess-20-3745-2016 -15-635- , 2016a .
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Figure 3. Regime curves of observed areal precipitation (P ) (grey), discharge (Q) (blue) and calculated areal mean evapotranspiration (E, Penman-Monteith) (green) of four selected head water catchments. The width of the individual bands illustrates the inter-annual variation during the four year lasting period. The curves are based on kernel density estimates using identical kernels and bandwidths for variables of the same type. P , Q, and E provide the four year mean annual average of the different variables respectively.cum. P / ∑ P (−)cum. P / ∑ P (−)cum. P / (eFC + AC) (−)cum. P / (eFC + AC) (−)Statistical information on the summer model is plotted in green. During winter we did not find a significant statistical relation (r 2 =0.04, p=0.062). Statistical properties of all dDMC are summarized in Table 1 . Table 2 . Physiographic catchment properties in terms of topography, landuse and hydro-meteorology. The columns contain site identifier (ID), catchment size (A), mean catchment elevation above sea level (elev), median topographic gradient (φ), soiltopographic-index (τ ), relative land coverage ratios for infrastructure (infr), arable land (arab), pasture (past), forest (frst), wetlands (wet) and rock outcrops (rock), the 30 year mean annual precipitation (MAP), four year mean annual precipitation (P ), discharge (Q), runoff coefficient (CR) and streamflow coefficient of variation (ν Q ). Table 3 . Soil properties and climatological characteristics of the test catchments. Next to the site identifier (ID) the columns contain average clay, silt, sand and skeleton contents, root zone depth (hRZ), effective field (eFC) and air capacity (AC) therein and corresponding average saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks). All 
